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 INTRODUCTION 
 Acute appendicitis (AA) is a suppurative inflammatory process 

of the vermiform appendix and is the most common life-threat-

ening surgical emergency in the pediatric age group. 1,2  Although 

it is commonly held that obstruction of the appendiceal lumen 

and subsequent tissue hypoxia and bacterial overgrowth are the 

precipitating factors of this disease, 3,4  there is scant evidence to 

support or refute this hypothesis. Although obstruction of the 

intestinal lumen by a fecalith is a common finding in AA, large 

studies suggest that a fecalith is not present in as many as 50 %  

of cases. 5  Other mechanisms of functional obstruction such as 

lymph node hyperplasia have been proposed, but there is little 

evidence to support this notion, also it is not clear whether AA 

represents a single disease process or the final common pathway 

of divergent processes. 6  Thus, a clear understanding of the path-

ological basis of appendicitis requires further investigation. 

 Acute inflammation characterized by infiltration of neutro-

phils into the mucosa and submucosa is a hallmark of AA. 4  In 

addition, alteration in the density of other immune cell popula-

tions has been characterized. 4  Several studies have compared 

the expression of individual genes in normal and inflamed 

appendix. Most notably, increased expression of the mRNA 

for the neutrophil chemoattractant interleukin (IL)-8 has been 

detected within the mucosa of the inflamed appendix. 7  Increased 

amounts of IL-8 protein have also been observed within peri-

toneal fluid of patients with AA compared to patients without 

appendicitis, 8,9  although differences in IL-8 protein levels within 

the serum have been observed in some but not all studies. 8 – 11  

Thus, elevated levels of IL-8 are strongly associated with AA. 

 Interleukin-8 is generally expressed as part of a wider trans-

criptional response to inflammatory stimuli such as bacte-

rial lipopolysaccharide or tumor necrosis factor (TNF) and 

during cell-mediated immune responses. In the digestive tract, 

elevated expression of IL-8 within the intestinal mucosa has 

been observed in patients with both Crohn ’ s disease (CD) and 

ulcerative colitis (UC). 7,12,13  The inflammatory response in CD 

is associated with a type 1 cell-mediated response including 

expression of IL-12, interferon (IFN)- � , and TNF, 14 – 18  whereas 

the inflammatory response in UC is associated with an atypi-

cal type 2 response characterized by expression of IL-5, but not 

IL-4. 17,19  Several cell types within the inflamed mucosa have 

been implicated in the expression of IL-8, including epithelial 

cells, macrophages, dendritic cells, and neutrophils themselves. 13  

The observations that expression of IL-8 can be associated with 
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multiple inflammatory pathways as well as several different cells 

of origin emphasize the point that understanding the pathways 

that are activated in conjunction with IL-8 expression may lead 

to important clues regarding the pathogenesis of AA. 13  

 To gain a more comprehensive assessment of the inflamma-

tory response that characterized AA, we have profiled gene 

expression within the appendices of pediatric patients who were 

operated on for the diagnosis of suspected AA. Using a newly 

developed scoring system for severity of appendicitis, we have 

found a strong correlation between the expression of IL-8 and 

the severity of inflammation within the appendix. Furthermore, 

we have identified a set of 64 probe sets that is highly overex-

pressed in appendices with both mild and severe inflammation, 

and found that the genes corresponding to these probe sets can 

be organized into functional clusters. Interestingly, contrary to 

our expectations of a broadly based inflammatory process in 

AA, we did not find evidence for alterations in the expression of 

many genes characterizing other inflammatory processes within 

the bowel including IL-12, IFN- � , TNF, or IL-5. These results 

suggest that AA is the result of an intense but tightly controlled 

innate inflammatory process.   

 RESULTS  
 Correlation of appendicitis score with WBC and IL-8 
 All appendices were assigned an appendicitis score based on the 

criteria described in Methods ( Table 1 ). All specimens obtained 

from control patients had a histologic score of 0 consistent 

with the absence of acute inflammation on the histologic level. 

Specimens obtained from patients who went to the operating 

room for suspected appendicitis were divided into one of three 

groups based on appendicitis score of 0 (negative), 1 – 50 (mild 

disease), and >50 (severe disease). Negative samples represent 

specimens that were resected for suspicions of appendicitis but 

which were in fact found to be normal on histologic study. For 

the purposes of this paper, these specimens are referred to as 

 “ negative ”  samples to emphasize their difference from control 

specimens.  Supplementary Figure S1  online illustrates repre-

sentative hematoxylin and eosin-stained histological sections of 

control, mild, and severe samples. 

 To determine whether there was a relationship between the 

appendicitis score and other known markers of appendicitis, we 

correlated the appendicitis score with the peripheral white blood 

cell (WBC) count and with the expression of IL-8 mRNA within 

    Table 1     Characteristics of patients with suspected acute appendicitis and controls 

  Patients  
  Sample no.    Age (years)    Male/female    WBC ( × 10   3   /mm   3   )    Histologic score    Fecalith  

    1  3  M  25  96  Y 

    3  2  M  17.6  58  Y 

    4  12  M  18.6  31  N 

    5  9  F  25.3  68  N 

    6  5  M  13.1  62  N 

    7  10  F  19.6  39  N 

    8  9  M  10.1  72  Y 

    9  5  F  20.3  110  N 

 10  9  F  12.4  20  N 

 12  18  M  15  98  Y 

 13  13  F  14  54  N 

 14  3  F  22.1  113  Y 

 19  9  F  11.3  0  Y 

 20  17  M  10.3  40  Y 

 21  13  M  16  88  N 

 22  8  M  6.2  0  Y 

 23  9  M  5.4  0.8  N 

 24  9  M  NA  57  N 

            
  Control  

  Sample no.    Age (years)    Male/female    WBC ( × 10   3   /mm   3   )    Histologic score    Procedure  

    2  0.66  M  NA  0  Ladd’s procedure 

 11  7  M  NA  0  Ladd’s procedure 

 25  15  F  NA  0  Refractory constipation/
cecal conduit 

 26  5  M  NA  0  Ladd’s procedure 
     NA, not applicable; WBC, white blood cell.   
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the appendix measured by RNase protection analysis (RPA). 

There was a significant correlation between both the WBC count 

and IL-8 expression and the assigned appendix score ( Figure 1 ). 

Thus, the appendicitis score correlates with known markers of 

appendicitis and validates the use of this score to gauge severity 

of disease.   

 Gene expression in severe appendicitis 
 We next selected nine appendix samples for further analy-

sis based on a range of appendicitis scores and IL-8 expression. 

RNA isolated from these samples as well as that isolated from 

the four samples removed for noninflammatory reasons (con-

trol) was analyzed on Affymetrix U133A 2.0 expression arrays. 

In the primary analysis, 15,505 of the 22,215 probes corres-

ponding to human genes present on the chips were selected for 

further analysis based on a flag of present in at least four of 

the 13 samples. Hierarchical clustering of the samples based on these 

15,505 genes revealed two main clusters ( Figure 2 ); one cluster con-

sisting of all the control and negative samples, and a second cluster 

containing all the mild and severe samples. Thus it appears that the 

presence or absence of inflammation in the appendix is a dominant 

feature in the gene expression profiles of these specimens. 

 To identify probe sets that are differentially expressed in the 

severe group of samples compared to the control group, we 

filtered the data for probe sets that had both a fold change of >5 

or     <        −    5 and an uncorrected two-tailed unequal  t  test threshold 

of  P     <    0.05 between the severe and control groups ( Figure 3 , 

top). In all, 276 of the 15,505 probe sets in the analysis group 

met these criteria ( Supplementary Table S1  online). In total, 

211 probe sets were upregulated in the severe group, and the 

20 probe sets with the largest positive fold change are shown in 

 Table 2 . Consistent with the RPA data, two probe sets for IL-8 

were included in this list as well as a number of other genes 

associated with the inflammatory response, including IL-1 �  

and colony stimulating factor-3 (G-CSF). Sixty-five of the 276 

selected probe sets were downregulated in the severe group 

( Supplementary Table S1  online), and the 10 with the largest 

negative fold change are shown in  Table 3 . The functional signif-

icance of this group is not so clear, but several genes represented 

by these probe sets are involved in metabolic processes. 

 To determine whether probe sets identified in the primary 

analysis would be identified as differentially expressed by an 

alternative approach, in a secondary analysis, CEL files were 

normalized by Robust Multi-Array Analysis, and LIMMA was 

employed to select probe sets that had a fold change >5 or     <        −    5 

and  P -value of     <    0.05 using the Benjamini – Hochberg correction 

for multiple comparisons. 20  This secondary analysis identified 

160 probe sets as differentially expressed between the severe 

and control groups. Remarkably, 142 of these probe sets were 

also identified in the primary analysis, and these generally 

corresponded to those probe sets with the largest fold-change 

values ( Supplementary Table S1  online, italics). Thus, although 

this secondary analysis may be somewhat more conservative 

in identifying differentially expressed genes, there is a core set 

of differentially expressed genes that are common to both 

methods.   

 Gene expression in appendix samples with mild 
inflammation 
 To further evaluate the expression of the 276 probe sets that 

were differentially expressed in the severe samples, expression 

of these probe sets in all 13 samples was subjected to hierarchical 

clustering ( Figure 3 , bottom). These data are displayed as a heat 

plot with clustered genes on the  y  axis and samples displayed in 

the order of lowest to highest histological score, with all four 

controls furthest to the left. This analysis revealed that there are 

two predominant clusters corresponding to probe sets that are 

upregulated and downregulated in the severe group, respectively. 

Remarkably, there was very similar overall expression of these 

probes in the mild group compared to samples in the severe 

group. To better understand the relationship between genes dif-

ferentially expressed in the mild and severe group, the same filter 

of both fold change >5 or     <        −    5, and  P     <    0.05, which had been 

applied to identify genes differentially expressed in the severe 

group, was applied to a comparison of the mild group with con-

trol group. Seventy probe sets met both criteria. Interestingly, 

of these 70 probe sets, 64 were found in the set of 276 probes 

that were differentially expressed between the severe and control 

groups ( Supplementary Table S2  online). Fifty-four of these 
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   Figure 1        Correlation of histological score with WBC count and IL-8 
expression. Graph of histological score and either WBC count (left) or 
relative expression of IL-8 determined by RPA (right). Line indicates best 
fit. Pearson  r  and  P -value as shown. IL-8, interleukin-8; WBC, white 
blood cell.  

13 Samples
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0 0 0 0 0 0 31 68 62 110 54 39 20Score

  Figure 2        Hierarchical clustering of samples. Microarray data sets were 
clustered by sample, and the hierarchical tree is shown. Sample number 
and histology score are shown. Appendices 2, 25, 26, and 11 are 
controls removed for noninflammatory reasons. Samples 19, 22, 4, 5, 6, 
9, 13, 7, and 10 were removed for the preoperative diagnosis of acute 
appendicitis.  
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were upregulated and 10 were downregulated. Thus, there are 

few genes differentially expressed in the mild group that are not 

differentially expressed in the severe group, suggesting that cases 

in the mild group represent either an earlier stage of the inflam-

matory processor or a less severe process, but not an alternative 

or independent process. If this is correct, it would suggest that 

genes differentially expressed in both the mild and severe group 

may represent those more likely to be involved in the etiology of 

the pathogenic process, rather than those that are secondarily 

activated as a result of the inflammatory process.   

 Functional clustering of differentially expressed genes 
 To further explore the function of genes that were differentially 

expressed in both the mild and severe group, these 64 probe sets 
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    Figure 3        Differential gene expression in severe appendicitis. Top: volcano plot of log  P -value vs. log fold change comparing the four severe cases 
of appendicitis with the four control samples. Individual genes shown in pink represent those that have a fold change >5 or     <    0.2, and a  P -value     <    0.05. 
Bottom: heat map showing hierarchical clustering of the 276 probe sets shown in pink above for all of the 13 appendix samples that were analyzed 
by microarray. Samples are arranged from lowest to highest histological score, with the four controls on the left.  
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were functionally clustered using the DAVID Bioinformatics 

Database Gene Functional Classification Tool. 21,22  The probe 

sets corresponded to 54 DAVID IDs and, using the low classifi-

cation stringency filter, were grouped into four clusters, as well 

as a group that could not be clustered ( Table 4 ). Cluster 1 con-

tained 20 members and an enrichment score of 6.56. Nineteen 

of the genes in this cluster were upregulated and one was down-

regulated compared to control samples. The most significantly 

enriched GOTERMs within the cluster were receptor, defense 

response, and immune response, annotations used in 16, 15, 

and 14 of the 20 genes in this cluster, respectively. This cluster 

includes the macrophage receptor with collagenous structure, 

the IL-8 receptor  � , the colony stimulating factor-3 (G-CSF) 

receptor, as well as a number of leukocyte immunoglobulin-like 

receptors. As these receptors are generally expressed on myeloid 

cells 23,24  and involved in regulating the recruitment or activation 

of myeloid cells in inflammatory responses, it is likely that most 

genes in this cluster are expressed on the surface of macrophages 

and neutrophils that are responding to an inflammatory stimu-

lus in the appendix. 25  

 Cluster 2 has an enrichment score of 4.62 and includes three 

related S100 calcium-binding proteins (A8, A9, and A12) that are 

  Table 3     Ten probe sets with largest negative fold change in the severe group compared to the control group 

 AFFY ID   Description    Fold change     P -value  

 206149_at  Hepatocellular carcinoma antigen gene 520      −    49.02  0.0061 

 207245_at  UDP glycosyltransferase 2 family, polypeptide B17      −    39.84  0.0101 

 220724_at  Hypothetical protein FLJ21511      −    37.31  0.0088 

 220423_at  Phospholipase A2, group IID      −    28.82  0.0001 

 206143_at  Solute carrier family 26, member 3      −    23.75  0.0143 

 220834_at  Membrane-spanning 4-domains, subfamily A, member 12      −    21.69  0.0109 

 204130_at  Hydroxysteroid (11-beta) dehydrogenase 2      −    20.88  0.0303 

 220645_at  Chromosome 11 open reading frame 33      −    19.96  0.0025 

 206784_at  Aquaporin 8      −    18.80  0.0126 

 206262_at  Alcohol dehydrogenase 1C (class I), gamma polypeptide      −    17.48  0.0093 

  Table 2     Twenty probe sets with greatest positive fold change in the severe group compared to the control group 

 AFFY ID   Description    Fold change     P -value  

 205819_at  Macrophage receptor with collagenous structure  322.4  5.29E    −    05 

 206881_s_at  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily A (without TM domain), member 3  209.4  0.000364 

 211506_s_at  Homo sapiens interleukin 8 C-terminal variant (IL-8) mRNA, complete cds.  85.9  0.00869 

 205220_at  Putative chemokine receptor  84.67  0.000197 

 206924_at  Interleukin 11  83.22  0.000323 

 219434_at  Triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 1  67.91  0.00096 

 214370_at  S100 calcium binding protein A8  67.3  0.0229 

 205568_at  Aquaporin 9  65.89  3.35E    −    05 

 205936_s_at  Hexokinase 3 (white cell)  52.63  8.73E    −    05 

 205863_at  S100 calcium binding protein A12  51.65  0.000303 

 216782_at  Homo sapiens cDNA: FLJ23026 fis, clone LNG01738  46.05  0.00446 

 203535_at  S100 calcium binding protein A9  45.09  0.00121 

 221345_at  G protein-coupled receptor 43  39.56  0.000908 

 214456_x_at  Serum amyloid A2  38.27  0.00502 

 206522_at  Maltase-glucoamylase (alpha-glucosidase)  38.24  0.00271 

 207094_at  Interleukin 8 receptor, alpha  37.44  6.53E    −    05 

 208470_s_at  Haptoglobin-related protein  36.4  0.00944 

 207442_at  Colony stimulating factor 3 (granulocyte)  35.62  0.00485 

 208607_s_at  Serum amyloid A2  32.18  0.00316 

 204007_at  Fc fragment of IgG, low affinity IIIa, receptor for (CD16)  29.33  0.00066 
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   Table 4     DAVID Program clustering of genes that are differentially expressed in both the severe and mild groups compared to 
the control group 

  
DAVID ID    Description  

  Up (U)- or down (D) 
regulated  

    DAVID cluster 1    

 2859094  Fc fragment of IgG, low affinity IIIb, receptor (CD16b)  U 

 2859979  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily B (with TM and ITIM domains), member 2  U 

 2860768  G protein-coupled receptor 109b  U 

 2860904  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily A (without TM domain), member 3  U 

 2861501  Interleukin 13 receptor, alpha 2  U 

 2869390  Colony stimulating factor 3 receptor (granulocyte)  U 

 2870359  C-type lectin domain family 5, member A  U 

 2873438  Macrophage receptor with collagenous structure  U 

 2873897  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily B (with TM and ITIM domains), member 3  U 

 2874004  Triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 1  U 

 2875284  Fc fragment of IgG, low affinity IIa, receptor (CD32)  U 

 2875370  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily A (with TM domain), member 2  U 

 2876113  Interleukin 8 receptor, alpha  U 

 2876504  Interleukin 1 receptor-like 1  U 

 2878409  Tumor necrosis factor receptor superfamily, member 10c, decoy without an intracellular domain  U 

 2910158  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily A (with TM domain), member 1  U 

 2969872  CD163 antigen  U 

 3024588  Free fatty acid receptor 2  U 

 3025566  Chemokine (C-C motif) receptor 1  U 

 2861060  Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 14  D 

      

    DAVID cluster 2    

 2864870  S100 calcium binding protein A8 (calgranulin A)  U 

 2879377  S100 calcium binding protein A12 (calgranulin C)  U 

 3024434  S100 calcium binding protein A9 (calgranulin B)  U 

      

    DAVID cluster 3    

 2860163  Haptoglobin-related protein  U 

 3026039  Haptoglobin  U 

 3027358  Hepatocyte growth factor (hepapoietin A; scatter factor)  U 

      

    DAVID cluster 4    

 2858000  Matrix metallopeptidase 3 (stromelysin 1, progelatinase)  U 

 2865293  Matrix metallopeptidase 1 (interstitial collagenase)  U 

 2875045  Matrix metallopeptidase 10 (stromelysin 2)  U 

      

    Nonclustered    

 1254640  Interleukin 8  U 

 2860825  Serum amyloid A1  U 

 2860967  Apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, catalytic polypeptide-like 3a  U 

 2862525  Similar to sperm protein SSP411  U 

 2864556  Superoxide dismutase 2, mitochondrial  U 

 2865770  potassium inwardly-rectifying channel, subfamily J, member 15  U 

Table 4 continued on following page
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secreted by neutrophils and monocytes. 26  All have been shown 

to bind to activated endothelium and may play a role in regulat-

ing the adhesion of inflammatory cells to vessel walls. 26  S100 

A12 has also been shown to bind to the receptor for advanced 

glycation end products on endothelial cells and leukocytes and 

activate nuclear factor- � B signaling pathways. 27  These pro-

teins have previously been used as markers of inflammation in 

several other inflammatory conditions including cystic fibro-

sis and Kawasaki ’ s disease. 26,28,29  Cluster 3 contains hepatocyte 

growth factor, haptoglobin-related protein, and haptoglobin. All 

three contain inactive endopeptidase domains. 30 – 33  Haptoglobin 

and haptoglobin-related protein are serum proteins that bind 

to hemoglobin released in the blood as a result of hemolysis. 34  

Hepatocyte growth factor and haptoglobin are expressed in 

hepatocytes, whereas transcripts for all three have been identi-

fied in neutrophils. 34 – 36  Cluster 4 contains the matrix metal-

lopeptidases (MMPs), MMP10, MMP3, and MMP1, proteins 

involved in extracellular matrix remodeling and strongly associ-

ated with a variety of inflammatory responses, including inflam-

matory bowel disease. Fibroblasts and possibly epithelial cells 

are thought to be the primary producers of these MMPs. 37 – 39  

The group of genes that were not clustered includes serum amy-

loid A1 and A2, and interleukin 1 receptor antagonist, serum 

proteins associated with systemic inflammatory responses; 40,41  

mitochondrial superoxide dismutase, a protein involved in 

response to oxidative stress; 42  metallopeptidase inhibitor 1, 

an inhibitor of MMP activity that is often expressed in parallel 

with MMPs; 43  and IL-8, the potent neutrophil chemoattract-

ant. With one exception (CXCL14), all genes on this list that 

were downregulated were also not able to be clustered by the 

DAVID program. Perhaps most fascinating is the observation 

that on this list, IL-8 is the only definitive chemokine / cytokine 

   Figure 4        Gene expression in the  “ negative appendix ” . Principal 
component analysis of 276 genes differentially expressed between severe 
and control groups. Each red dot represents one sample plotted for PCA1, 
PCA2, and PCA3, as indicated on each axis. Numbers next to individual 
red dot or cluster of dots indicate corresponding appendix sample(s).  

 2869048  Heat shock 70kda protein 6 (HSP70b)  U 

 2870688  TIMP metallopeptidase inhibitor 1  U 

 2871050  Interleukin 8  U 

 2871098  Hexokinase 3 (white cell)  U 

 2872260  Tissue factor pathway inhibitor 2  U 

 2873377  Serum amyloid A2  U 

 2875756  Aquaporin 9  U 

 2878298  Interleukin 1 receptor antagonist  U 

 2878566  Regenerating islet-derived 1 beta (pancreatic stone protein, pancreatic thread protein)  U 

 2878817  Leukocyte immunoglobulin-like receptor, subfamily B (with TM and ITIM domains), member 7  U 

 3023714  Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2), 45kda  U 

 2860141  Frizzled-related protein  D 

 2863181  ATPase, na+/k+ transporting, alpha 2 (+) polypeptide  D 

 2863569  Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1 (soluble)  D 

 2865354  Butyrylcholinesterase  D 

 2870418  Selenium binding protein 1  D 

 2873008  3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme a synthase 2 (mitochondrial)  D 

 2873479  Alcohol dehydrogenase 1A (class I), alpha polypeptide  D 

 3028966  UDP glucuronosyltransferase 2 family, polypeptide A3  D 

   Table 4     continued 

  DAVID ID  
 
 Description  

  Up (U)- or down (D) 
regulated  
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that is upregulated. Thus, although several cytokines such as 

IL-11 and IL-1 are differentially expressed in the severe group, 

the predominant chemokine / cytokine activity in the mild group 

is IL-8, suggesting that IL-8 likely plays a central and perhaps 

unique role in the pathogenesis of appendicitis.   

 Inflammatory gene expression in the  “ negative ”  appendix 
 Two appendix samples (nos. 19 and 22) from patients who went 

to the operating room with the preoperative diagnosis of AA 

had appendicitis scores of 0, indicating the absence of histologic 

signs of inflammation. Both of these patients had symptoms 

consistent with the diagnosis of appendicitis and a computed 

tomography scan that showed a fecalith. Fecaliths were found on 

the pathologic assessment of both appendix samples. Although 

these appendices showed no histologic signs of AA, we won-

dered whether either of these two samples might show some of 

the molecular characteristics of appendicitis that we have char-

acterized above. Visual inspection of the heat map, representing 

genes differentially expressed in samples of severe appendici-

tis ( Figure 3 , bottom), suggested that although sample 19 was 

very similar to control samples, there appeared to be differential 

expression of several subclusters of these genes in sample 22 

compared to the control samples. Interestingly, this included 

genes that were both upregulated and downregulated. To better 

define the relationship between gene expression in sample 22 

and expression in both the control group and the group with 

proven appendicitis, we performed a principal component anal-

ysis on the 276 probe sets that were differentially expressed in 

the severe group ( Figure 4 ). Three principal components were 

identified. Principal component 1 (PCA1) explained 72.2 %  of 

the variance in the samples, whereas principal components 2 and 

3 had less prominent roles in explaining variance (7.7 and 3.92 % , 

respectively). Examining the distribution of samples by values 

of PCA1, PCA2, and PCA3 revealed that sample 19 was part of 

a cluster that included all four control samples, suggesting that 

sample 19 is a true negative. Interestingly, sample 22 exhibited 

a lower PCA1 value than any sample in the control group and 

did not cluster with the negative controls. These data raise the 

possibility that sample 22 could represent a very early stage of 

inflammation that exists after the development of obstructive 

physiology but before the detection of overt inflammation. If 

correct, genes differentially expressed at this stage could hold 

important clues regarding the pathophysiology of appendicitis. 

Firm conclusions regarding this possibility will require isolating 

and analyzing additional samples from patients with fecaliths 

but without signs of inflammation on histologic evaluation.   

 Protein expression of IL-8 within the appendix 
 To further characterize the expression of IL-8 during AA, we 

used an antibody directed at IL-8 to stain sections of control 

and inflamed appendix samples ( Figure 5 ). Although there 

was little specific staining in control samples, sections derived 

from samples with severe inflammation revealed intense IL-8 

staining within infiltrating neutrophils, as well as within mono-

nuclear cells. Interestingly, IL-8-positive mononuclear cells 

were also observed within sections derived from samples with 

mild inflammation and sparse neutrophilic infiltration, whereas 

there was considerably less staining within neutrophils. IL-8-

positive mononuclear cells were observed predominantly within 

the interfollicular (T cell) zones rather than germinal centers, 

suggesting that these cells may be activated T cells, although 

further analysis will be necessary to definitively establish the 

mononuclear cell type expressing IL-8. Remarkably, IL-8-posi-

tive mononuclear cells are also detected within negative sample 

22, despite the complete absence of neutrophils. These results 

suggest that expression of IL-8 by mononuclear cells precedes 

neutrophil infiltration, raising the possibility that this represents 

a very early stage in the pathogenic process.   

 Comparison of gene expression in acute appendicitis and 
inflammatory bowel disease 
 Elevated expression of IL-8 has been observed in other inflam-

matory processes within the bowel, including CD and UC. 7,12,13  

Therefore, we wondered whether there might be similarity 

between the inflammatory response observed in inflamma-

tory bowel diseases and AA, especially with regard to elevated 

expression of genes associated with type 1 responses observed 

in CD. 15,17 – 19  A recent publication has compared global expres-

sion profiles in endoscopic biopsy specimens from patients with 

CD and UC to normal controls, using Affymetrix expression 

arrays. 44  This study found elevated expression of acute inflam-

matory genes in both CD and UC, and elevated expression 

of genes involved in antigen presentation and the interferon 

response specifically in CD. 44  Although the reported data were 

  Figure 5        Immunohistochemical staining for IL-8. Sections of control, negative (no. 22), mild, and severe samples are shown after staining with IL-8 
antibody. Original magnification  × 200. IL-8, interleukin-8.  
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generated with a different platform (U95Av2) than what we 

used in the current study, precluding direct comparison, we 

did search our list of 276 probe sets that were differentially 

expressed in samples of severe appendicitis for associated gene 

symbols that were identified in the previous study as differen-

tially expressed in either both CD and UC, CD alone, or UC 

alone (see  Figure 4  and  Tables 4 – 6  in ref. 44). We found that 

probe sets corresponding to 6 of 43 gene symbols differentially 

expressed in both CD and UC, 3 of 34 differentially expressed in 

CD alone, and 11 of 88 differentially expressed in UC alone were 

also differentially expressed in severe appendicitis, and altered 

expression of many of these genes could also be observed in the 

cases of more mild appendicitis ( Figure 6 ). The direction of 

differential expression (up- or downregulated) in AA paralleled 

the direction observed in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) for 

all but one gene (prostaglandin D2 synthase ( PTGDS )). Genes 

common to AA and IBD included IL-8 as well as several genes 

presumably involved in generation of the acute inflammatory 

response such as  CXCL1 ,  CXCL3 , and S100 binding protein A9 

( S100A9 ). Interestingly, a number of genes were also down-

regulated in both AA and UC, including aquaporin 8 ( AQP8 ) 

and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase 1 ( PCK1 ). However, 

none of the genes involved in antigen presentation or interferon 

response that were differentially expressed in CD 44  were among 

the genes that we identified as differentially expressed in AA. 

Furthermore, we performed independent analysis of AA samples 

using RPA and verified that the expression of TNF, IL-12 p40, 

IFN- � , IL-4, IL-2, and IL-15 was quite low and showed no clear 

change between control and inflamed samples (data not shown). 

Thus, as expected, although there is some overlap between the 

expression of acute inflammatory genes in AA and IBD, there 

is no evidence for the activation of a type 1 or interferon-medi-

ated response in AA, suggesting that it is mediated by a distinct 

pathophysiologic process.    

 DISCUSSION 
 Although it is well recognized that appendices removed for the 

diagnosis of appendicitis can visually display a wide range of 

morphologic inflammatory changes, to our knowledge there 

have been few attempts to quantify the severity of inflamma-

tion and to correlate morphologic features with gene expression. 

Here we have developed a scoring system and demonstrated a 

significant correlation between the score and both WBC count 

and IL-8 levels, known markers of appendicitis, suggesting that 

  Figure 6        Heat plot of genes differentially expressed in IBD, which are also differentially expressed in AA. Samples are arranged from lowest to 
highest score with four controls on the left. Genes that are differentially expressed in both AA and IBD are shown. Genes are grouped based on being 
differentially expressed in either both CD and UC, CD alone, or UC alone, according to ref. 44. Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of genes 
differentially expressed in both AA and IBD compared to the total number of genes differentially expressed in IBD for each group. Gene symbols are 
shown on the right. Please note that several genes (IL-8, FRZB, LILRB1) are included twice in a group because two probe sets corresponding to these 
gene symbols were differentially expressed in AA. These genes are included only once in the numbers in parentheses of genes differentially expressed 
in both AA and IBD. AA, acute appendicitis; CD, Crohn ’ s disease; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; IL-8, interleukin-8; UC, ulcerative colitis.  
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the appendicitis score is a valid measure of inflammation sever-

ity for the purposes of our study. Scoring samples then allowed 

us to stratify samples into absent, mild, or severe inflamma-

tion. Interestingly, however, the gene expression profiles of both 

the severe and mild group appeared very similar with the vast 

majority of genes that were differentially expressed in the mild 

group also differentially expressed in the severe group. Although 

this analysis does not rule out the possibility that there are bio-

logically important differences in the nature of the inflammatory 

response in different samples, it does demonstrate that a core 

set of inflammatory genes are activated in all samples regardless 

of the degree of inflammation, suggesting there is a uniform 

inflammatory response underlying the pathological basis of 

appendicitis. One caveat to this interpretation is that none of 

the samples in either the severe or mild group that underwent 

microarray analysis were noted to have fecaliths present on 

pathological examination, and thus it is possible that there are 

variations in the inflammatory response in samples with a feca-

lith. However, using RPA, we did evaluate expression of several 

inflammatory genes including IL-8 in appendix samples that 

were noted to have fecaliths, and found little difference in the 

nature of inflammatory gene expression for samples with and 

without fecaliths ( Figure 1,  and data not shown). Nonetheless, 

the issue of whether there are differences in the global inflam-

matory response in samples with and without the presence of a 

fecalith requires further study. 

 Many chronic inflammatory responses in the bowel have 

been found to show either a Th1 or a Th2 lymphocyte bias. 45,46  

Although AA is thought to be an acute process, the fact that 

it occurs in a highly active immune environment raised the 

possibility that AA could be the end result of an ongoing T cell-

mediated response. Furthermore, it has been suggested that AA 

may be associated with some forms of IBD. 47,48  However, we 

found no evidence of a Th1 or Th2 response in the inflammatory 

process of AA. One caveat to the list of genes that were identified 

using microarray analysis is that because of the robust dysregu-

lation of acute inflammatory genes, subtle alteration in poten-

tially important regulatory genes could be difficult to appreciate. 

Nonetheless, direct assessment of several critical regulatory 

genes such as IL-12 p40, IFN- � , and IL-4 using RPA did not 

reveal significant differences (data not shown). Furthermore, 

we found no evidence for a Th17 response in appendicitis, as 

expression of both IL-17a and IL-23 p19 mRNA was at the lower 

limits of detection using quantitative real-time PCR, whereas 

as expected we were easily able to detect robust expression of 

IL-8 mRNA within inflamed samples using the same technique 

(data not shown). Nonetheless, our finding of IL-8 expression 

by mononuclear cells does raise the possibility that some other 

type of lymphocyte-mediated response is involved in the patho-

genesis of appendicitis. This possibility will be evaluated in 

future studies. 

 Perhaps the most remarkable finding in this study is the highly 

selective induction of mediators of the innate inflammatory 

response. IL-1 and TNF are both strongly induced by bacterial 

products such as lipopolysaccharide and are themselves potent 

activators of the inflammatory response. However, although 

we found evidence for potent induction of IL-1 �  in samples of 

AA, there was no detectable induction of TNF. This indicates 

that despite the impressive histological appearance of AA, the 

underlying inflammatory response is a highly focused process, 

suggesting the activation of highly specific inflammatory path-

ways. Identifying these pathways is clearly a highly relevant topic 

for additional investigation. 

 Appendicitis is characterized by the infiltration of neutrophils 

into the appendix, 4  and we have used the intensity of this infil-

tration as the primary factor in assigning appendicitis scores 

in this study. Thus, a reasonable question is whether the altera-

tions in gene expression that we have observed are the result of 

changes in the gene expression profiles of resident cells within 

the appendix or alternatively reflect the genes being expressed 

by these infiltrating neutrophils. Using immunohistochemistry, 

we have found that mononuclear cells rather than neutrophils 

are the predominant cell type expressing IL-8 in samples with 

mild inflammation. Although further analysis will be necessary 

to definitively establish the identity of the mononuclear cell type 

expressing IL-8, this analysis suggests that there are alterations 

of inflammatory gene expression within the appendix prior to 

the infiltration of neutrophils. 

 In conclusion, this study demonstrates that AA is character-

ized by a reproducible pattern of inflammatory gene expression 

suggesting a uniform underlying pathogenesis. The relatively 

circumscribed pattern of observed inflammatory gene expres-

sion indicates that the inflammatory stimulus driving disease 

is acting with a high degree of specificity, and is unlikely to be 

related to type1 or 2 immune responses that characterize other 

inflammatory diseases of the lower bowel. We suggest that a 

detailed understanding of events that occur in the earliest stages 

of inflammation could lead to important clues regarding disease 

pathogenesis, and that understanding the pathogenesis of this 

highly prevalent disease could ultimately lead to more accurate 

early diagnosis, and influence strategies for intervention.   

 METHODS     
  Selection of patients and controls   .   A convenience sample of 22 appendix 
specimens was obtained from patients whose appendices were resected at 
a tertiary care children ’ s hospital over a 2-year period. Eighteen of these 22 
specimens were obtained from patients who went to the operating room 
with the preoperative diagnosis of suspected AA ( Table 1 ). The remain-
ing four samples were obtained from individuals who were undergoing 
intra-abdominal surgery for a noninflammatory condition and whose 
appendix was electively resected during this procedure ( Table 1 ). These 
latter four specimens will be referred to as controls.   

  Appendicitis score   .   All hematoxylin and eosin-stained slides from 
each case were reviewed by one of the authors (J.G.) without knowledge 
of clinical data or experimental results. A histologic grading score to 
estimate the severity of the appendicitis was generated for each sample. 
This appendicitis score was the product of the maximum number of 
neutrophils per high-power field and the percent of each tissue section 
that was infiltrated by neutrophils. The appendicitis score ranges from 
0 to 113.   

  RNase protection analysis   .   A circumferential piece of tissue 
was obtained at the distal aspect of each specimen. The tissue was 
flash frozen at     −    80    ° C for later processing. Frozen specimens were 
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homogenized into TriReagent (Molecular Research Center, Cincinnati, 
OH) and RNA was isolated according to the manufacturer ’ s instruction. 
RPAs were performed on 10 – 20    � g of total RNA using RiboQuant Multi 
Probe Template Sets (BD PharMingen, San Diego, CA). Intensities of 
the protected fragments corresponding to IL-8 were quantified by phos-
phorimager analysis and expressed as a ratio, relative to GAPDH, which 
was included as an internal control for each sample.   

  Correlation analysis   .   Correlation analysis between WBC count and 
appendicitis score, as well as relative IL-8 expression and appendicitis 
score was performed using GraphPad Prism 4 software (GraphPad 
Software, San Diego, CA).   

  Gene array and data analysis   .   Targets were prepared from RNA iso-
lated as above and hybridized to Affymetrix U133A 2.0 Array as pre-
viously described. 49  U133A 2.0 Arrays contain 18,400 transcripts and 
variants, including 14,500 well-characterized human genes. In the pri-
mary analysis, the 13 data sets were first processed by Affymetrix Gene 
Chip Operating System (GCOS) V.1.4.0.036 software, which computed 
present / absent calls for each probe set, and the signal values were 
adjusted to an overall target intensity of 1500. Data were then imported 
into Genespring software Version 7.3.1 and normalized in three steps: 
(1) data transformation: set measurements less than 0.01 to 0.01; (2) 
per chip: normalization to 50th percentile; (3) per gene: normalize to 
median. Hierarchical clustering by both samples and genes, and principal 
component analysis were performed using Genespring. Probe sets were 
functionally clustered using the DAVID Bioinformatics Database Gene 
Functional Classification Tool. 21,22  

 In a second analysis, expression data were read from CEL files and 
background correction, normalization, and summarization of the 
probe-level data into probe set expression values were accomplished 
using Robust Multi-Array Analysis, and differential expression analyzed 
using the LIMMA package of the afflylmGUI within the Bioconductor R 
environment. 20  The microarray data discussed in this publication have 
been deposited in NCBIs Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO,  http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/ ) and are accessible through GEO Series accession 
number GSE9579.   

  Immunohistochemistry   .   Immunohistochemical staining was performed 
using an IL-8 rabbit polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 
Santa Cruz, CA).   

  Institutional review   .   The study was approved by the Institutional Review 
Board at Children ’ s Hospital, Boston, and all data collection was compliant 
with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996.        

    SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL  is linked to the online version of the 
paper at   http://www.nature.com/mi    
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